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Introduction
In this thesis I give a topological proof of a conjecture of Spencer Bloch [6]
concerning the rationality of Chern Cheeger Simons invariants of flat bundles.
More precisely I prove that the degree three Chern-Cheeeger-Simons class of
any flat bundle associated to a representation of the fundamental group of a
smooth projective complex algebraic variety is always rational.
After some time I had started studying this problem, I was convinced
that Bloch's conjecture could be proved using Lefschetz's theorems on the
homology of smooth projective algebraic varieties to construct oriented 3-
dimensional manifolds M, with a 'nice' fundamental group, and maps Ji from
M, into the projective algebraic variety such that the images of the funda-
mental classes of the Mi would give a generating set for the three dimensional
homology of the variety. Having done this it is straightforward to compute
the values of the Chern Cheeger Simons invariants using naturality proper-
ties. Shortly after I had started working in this direction Retznikov gave
a proof of the rationality of the degree three Chern-Cheeger-Simons classes
in the case of representations in SL(2, C) in [39]. He later generalized this
result and proved that all Chern Cheeger Simons classes are rational in [40].
However his methods are quite different. In particular he uses some deep
results of Donaldson and Corlette about the existence of harmonic sections
of flat bundles, and of Siu and Sampson on rigidity properties of harmonic
mappings (see [39], [40]). So I thought that in any case it would be inter-
esting to see if I could succede in proving Bloch's conjecture by elementary
topological methods using the strategy outlined above.
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Abstract
The following is an outline of the structure of the thesis.
• In the first chapter, after reviewing the Chern Weil construction of
characteristic classes of bundles I introduce the constructions of sec-
ondary invariants given by Chern and Simons [13]and by Cheeger and
Simons [14].
• In the second chapter I introduce Bloch's conjecture and give some of
its motivations. In particular we define Deligne cohomology and its
smooth analogue, and prove that the latter is isomorphic to Cheeger
and Simons ring of differential characters.
• In the third chapter I review Lefschetz Theorems and related results
about the topology of smooth projective algebraic varieties, including
an analysis of the local structure near a singular hyperplane section.
• The fourth chapter is the heart the thesis. I prove the two main re-
sults Theorem 4.0.1 and Theorem 4.0.2, asserting that the rational
three dimensional homology of a smooth projective algebraic variety
is generated by the images of the fundamental classes of S2 x SI and
of connected sums of SI x S2 under some appropriate maps. The ra-
tionality of the Chern-Cheeger-Simons class follows directly from this
result. I also discuss briefly the difficulties which I encountered when
trying to generalize the construction to give inductively generators for
all the odd homology groups of smooth projective algebraic manifolds.
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Chapter 1
What are secondary invariants?
A characteristic class is an invariant of a vector bundle (or a principal bundle)
with values in the cohomology of the base space. The classical examples
are Stiefel-Whitney, Chern and Pontrjagin classes. These are invariants of
the topological isomorphism class of the bundle, so in the study of 'finer'
geometrical structures (e.g. metrics, holomorphic structures, foliations ...) it
is desirable to define other invariants when the primary ones vanish, hence
the name secondary invariants. In [32J, Karoubi gives the following as a
first example. Ilolomorphic line bundles over a compact Kahler manifold
are classified by the cohomology group trix, 0*). Here 0 is the sheaf of
holomorphic functions on X, and 0* is the sheaf of nonvanishing holomorphic
functions. There is an exact sequence
0-+ Th -+ u'ix, 0*) ~ H2(Xj Z) -+ ...
where h is the dimension of Hl(Xj R), Th is a torus of dimension h, and Cl
is the first Chern class. Topologically line bundles are classified by their first
Chern class, so when two line bundles Ll and L2 are topologically isomorphic
their 'difference' as holomorphic bundles is given by an element of t-, This
element can be considered as a secondary invariant. The generalization of
this example is one of the main themes in Bloch's conjecture.
The first construction of secondary characteristic classes was given by
Chern and Simons using Chern-Wei! theory. Given a Lie group G and a
principal G-bundle with a connection, Chern-Weil theory associates to an
invariant polynomial on the Lie algebra of G a characteristic class by 'eval-
uating' the polynomial on the curvature form of the connection. In this
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way a closed differential form is obtained, and thus a de Rham cohomology
class. It turns out that these characteristic classes do not depend on the
specific connection chosen, but are topological invariants of the bundle. In
this framework Chern and Simons in [13]described a construction to produce
secondary characteristic classes whenever an invariant polynomial evaluated
on the curvature form of a connection is zero. One of the reasons why these
invariants are interesting is that in many cases they depend on the connec-
tion, so they can detect richer structures on the bundles. This construction
was generalized by Cheeger and Simons in [14]who defined an appropriate
functor from manifolds to graded rings in which these invariants take values.
A complete survey of all the different definitions, generalizations, and
applications of secondary invariants would be far out of the scope of this
work. To mention but a few, there is the theory of secondary invariants of
foliations [8], [30], the Atiyah-Patodi Singer index theorem, [3] applications
to symplectic geometry (Maslov class) [43], and in physics in the theory of
anomalies see [4] and references therein. A unified treatment of the different
situations in which secondary invariants arise is given in [32]. In the rest of
this chapter we introduce the constructions of Chern-Simons and Cheeger-
Simons invariants. This is the plan of the chapter.
• In section 1.1 we review the Chern-Weil construction.
• In section 1.2 we introduce the Chern-Simons classes.
• In section 1.3 we define the ring of differential characters and the
Cheeger-Simons invariants.
• In section 1.4 we review a few properties of secondary invariants of flat
bundles.
1.1 The Chern-Weil homomorphism
The main reference for this section is [12]. The Chern-Weil construction can
be carried out using either real or complex coefficients. For simplicity we
work with real coefficients, but everything we say carries over, with some
obvious modification, to the case of complex coefficients.
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Let G be a Lie group and E be a principal G bundle over a differential
manifold M, We are going to use the definition of a connection on E as a
global 9 valued differential l-forrn ()defined on the total space of E satisfying
the two following properties.
• For all X E E, let ix : 9 -+ TxE be the isomorphism between the
subspace of vertical vectors (i.e. the vectors tangent to the fibre) in
TxE. The map ix is the differential at the identity of the map sending
an element 9 of G to xg E E. Then 0 must satisfy
• Given 9 E G, let Ad(g) : 9 -+ 9 be the adjoint action and let Rg : E -+
E be right translation by 9 given by the action of G on E. Then ()
must satisfy
R;() = Ad(g-l) 0 ()
The curvature of the connection is the two form on E with values in 9
defined by
1e = dO - 2[0, OJ.
From the properties of 0 it follows that 0 is horizontal (i.e. vanishes whenever
any of its two arguments is a vertical vector) and equivariant.
Let h be an integer, and consider h -linear functions
F:gx."xg-+lR.
satisfying the two following properties.
• F is invariant under permutations of the variables.
• F is invariant under the adjoint action of G on g.
Multilinear maps of h variables with the two properties above are called called
invariant polynomials of degree h. In fact for any vector space V, pick a basis
{eb' .. , en} and set v = L:j Xjej. Then we get an isomorphism of Sh(V*) with
lR.[Xb" ., xnJh, the homogeneous polynomials of degree h, sending the map
F to
2: Xil "·xinF(eil'".,ein)
i1, ••• ,in
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Hence the invariant polynomials of degree h are the elements of Sh(g*) in-
variant under the action of G. The set of all invariant polynomials forms a
graded ring, denoted by J( G).
Given a connection on E and an invariant polynomial F of degree h, we
can evaluate F with the curvature form 8 to get a Rvvalued 2h differential
form F(8) defined over P in the following way: 8h is a 2h-form with values in
®h g, the Lie algebra of G tensored with itself h times. Then the composition
2h h h
1\T* Al ~ 09 ~ IR
gives the IR-valued 2h-form F(8).
For example, when 9 is an algebra of matrices, the curvature can be
represented by a matrix of forms, and we can take as F the trace or the
determinant of an appropriate polynomial in the matrix.
From the invariance property of F and the fact that 8 is horizontal and
equivariant it follows that F(8) descends to a globally defined 2h-form on
AI; i.e. there is a form Fe on Al such that if 7r : E -+ AI is the projection of
the bundle we have
7r*(Fe) = F(8).
There is the well known theorem (see e.g. [12])
Theorem 1.1.1 The form Fe is closed. Hence it determines a (de Rham)
cohomology class
Moreover this cohomology class does not depend on the connection, and it is
a characteristic class of the bundle (i.e. it is natural).
Another way of stating this theorem is to say that given a bundle with a
connection over the manifold AI, there is a well defined map
w : J(G) -+ JI*(M; IR)
sending F E J(G) to [Fe]. The map w does not depend on the connection
and it can be proved that w is a ring homomorphism. Naturality means that
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if f :N -+ l'vt is a map of smooth manifolds, then the pullback connection
f"(O) on F E has curvature f*0 and we have
[Fr(s)] = F[Fs].
Narasimhan and Ramanan [37] proved the existence of n classifying ob-
jects for bundles with a connection. A principal bundle 1rn : En -+ An with
a connection On is n-classifying if the two following conditions are satisfied:
• for any G-bundle E -+ AI with connection 0 and dimension of At
less than n there is a map f : At -+ An such that E = f* En and
0= f*On. The map f is called a classifying map for the bundle E and
the connection O.
• Any two classifying maps for the bundle E and the connection 0 are
homotopic.
Then the naturality property implies that w factors as
I(G)
Wn ~
W
--+ u-tu, JR)
/r (1.1 )
For every Lie group G there also exists a universal classifying (i.e. n-
classifying for every n) space for G bundles, noted BG and a principal G
bundle
EG -+ BG
such that isomorphism classes of G bundles over At are in one to one corre-
spondence with homotopy classes of maps f : l'vt -+ BG. The space BG is
defined only up to homotopy and is not a manifold. However, it can be con-
structed as the realisation of a simplicial set, so using simplicial techniques
(see e.g. [16]) it is possible to generalize the Chern- Wei I construction to give
a homomorphism
WG: I(G) -+ H*(BG,JR)
with the following universal property: if E is a principal bundle over M,
and f : AI -+ BG is a classifying map for E, the Weil homomorphism
w : I (G) -+ H* (At; JR) factors as above as
f* oWG
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If G is compact WG : I( G) -+ H*(BG, R) is an isomorphism identifying the
invariant polynomials with the characteristic classes for G-bundles.
1.2 Chern Simons classes
The main references for this section are [12] and [13]. 'We keep the nota-
tion of the previous section. Theorem 1.1.1 states that characteristic classes
obtained by the Chern- Weil construction do not depend on the connection.
This follows from the following construction. Let Q be a principal bundle
over a manifold X, and let et be a path of connections on Q. The family et
defines a connection on the bundle Q x I -+ X x I. Let PI : X x I -+ X be
the projection; we have piQ f'V Q x I. Apply the Chern- Weil construction to
e to get a 2h form Fe. Integration along the fibre gives a 2h - 1 form on X,
Pt. Fe. Define T(F, et) = pI.Fe. we have
dT(F, et) = Fel - Feo.
As the space of connections on a bundle is an affine space, it is path con-
nected, so this construction proves that the characteristic classes obtained
by the Chern- Weil construction do not depend on the connection chosen.
Let E be a principal bundle over M and let 7r be the projection. The
pullback 7r*{E) of E over its total space has a canonical trivialisation, so we
can identify connections on 7r*{E) with differential forms on E. In particular
the form e corresponds to a connection given by the differential form 7r*{ e)
on the total space of 7r*{E). The curvature of 7r*{O) is 7r*(8). Let F be an
invariant polynomial. Using the notation of the previous section, the Chern-
Wei! construction gives a form F1r'(e) defined on the base E of the bundle
7r*E. Evaluating F on the curvature of the connection e we get another form
F(8) defined on E. Then we have
F1r'(e) = F(0).
By the triviality of 7r*(E) all its characteristic classes vanish, hence the form
F1r'(e) is exact. Applying the previous construction to the bundle n" E and
the straight line of connections joining 7r*e to the trivial connection, we get
a 2h - 1 form TF( e) on E with the following property.
dT F(e) = F(0). (1.2)
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The forms T F(O) depend in general on the connection. The operator T is
called the transgression operator. It is natural and so gives a canonical way of
writing F(8) as a coboundary. Calculating the form T F(O) explicitly gives
TF(O) = h 101 F(O,8t, ••• ,0t)dt
where 8t = tdO - ~t2[O,O] = t8 +!(t - t2)[O,O], and F(O,8t, ••• ,8t) is the
form obtained from the composition
as in the previous section. Another formula for T F( 0) is given by
h-l i h!(h _ I)! i h-l-i
T F(O) = ~(-1) 2i(h + i)!(h _ 1_ i)! F(O, [0,0], ... , [0,0], 8,.~.,e).
If F(0) = 0 it follows from (1.2) that the form TF(O) is closed, hence
determines a cohomology class
[TF(O)] E I/2h-1(E,JR).
This class is a secondary characteristic class of Chern-Simons type.
Let m E AJ be a point, Em be the fibre of E over m. Then the restriction
of the form T F( 0) to Em is closed. This restriction pulls back to a bi-
invariant closed 2h -1form T F that does not depend on the connection. By
construction, its cohomology class [TF] E H2h-l(GjJR) has a representative
which is the restriction of a cochain on the total space of the bundle, and
whose coboundary is the lift of a cocycle on the base. Classes with this
property are called transgressive (see Borel [7]).
Chern-Simons classes take values in the cohomology of the total space of
the bundle E. If E is trivial, it is possible to pull back the classes [T F(O)]
to the base M of E via a section s to get classes
s*[T F(O)] E sriu, JR).
These classes depend on the section chosen. However, if the polynomial
F corresponds via the Chern-Weil construction to a cohomology class with
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coefficients in a proper subring A of IR, s*[T F( 0)] determines a well defined
class in H·(Alj IRI A).
The transgression operator T and hence the secondary classes can be
defined in an analogous way in the complex case.
1.3 Cheeger-Simons differential characters
In this section we introduce the ring of differential characters. This is a
graded ring, functorial in the base space, in which secondary invariants of a
bundle take values. These invariants are a generalization of Chern-Simons
classes. The main reference for Cheeger-Simons differential characters is [14],
from which the definition of differential characters and their properties given
below are taken.
Let AI be a Coo manifold, n·(AI; IR) the de Rham complex of real valued
differential forms on AI. We denote by
the groups of smooth singular chains, cycles, boundaries on AI with coeffi-
cients in G. Let A be a discrete subring of the real numbers. Furthermore,
let n~(Af) be the closed differential k-forms whose cohomology classes (iden-
tifying de Rham and singular cohomology) are in the image of the inclusion
JIk(AI; A) -+ JIk(AI; IR).
Any differential k-form w defines a singular cochain with values in lR by
integration on the elements of Ck(AI; JR). \,ye denote by - the reduction
modulo A. Also, with a slight abuse of notation, we write w for the IRI A
cochain obtained reducing the values of w modulo A.
Remark A nonzero differential form w never takes values only in a discrete
subring of IR. It follows that if we denote with Ck(AI; IRI A) the singular
cochains with values in IRI A), the map
(1.3)
is an injection. lIence we can identify nk(Alj JR) with its image in Ck(AIj IRI A).
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Definition 1.3.1 Let 8 : Ck+1 (A!; !R/A) --+ Ck(flr!; !R/A) be the boundary
operator. The group of k-differential characters is defined as follows.
(with the above identification).
By this definition the groups of differential characters are subgroups of
1I0m(Zk(A1), !RIA), so obvious functoriality properties are satisfied.
\,ye now define homomorphisms
61: flk(A!;!R/A) --+ n~+I(A1) and 62: iJk(A!;!R/A) --+ Jlk+1(A!;A). (1.4)
Let f be an element of iJk(A!;!RI A). There exists a cochain a E Ck(.M;!R)
such that on Zk(AI; !R/A) we have 0. = f. Then
60. = f 0 8 = w E nk+l(A!; R)
by the definition of differential character. Hence there is acE Ck+l(A!; A)
such that w - Sa = c. Applying the coboundary we have
dw = Se.
By the remark above this is possible if and only if dw
U E /lk+l(Mj A) be the cohomology class of c. If
r : IJk+l (AI; A) --+ lJk+l (AI; JR.)
Se = O. Let
is the coefficient homomorphism we have r(u) = [w]. Neither u nor w depend
on the choice of the lift a of f, hence we can define the homomorphisms (1.4)
setting 61(1) = wand 62(1) = u.
From the discussion above, it follows that
flk(Af;JR./A)9f. {(I,w) E lIom(Zk(Af),JR./A)EBnk+1(AI) I fo8=w}.
Moreover, let ~b ~2 E Ck(Af; JR./ A) be extensions of f. Then ~1 - ~2 is a
coboundary , so we have (see [18])
fik(AI.JR./A) ~ {(~, w) E Ck(Af, JR.IA) EBnk+l(Af) I dw = 0, W = 6~} (1.5)
,- sc-si», !R/A)
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Definition 1.3.2 Let m : B* -+ C* be a map between two cochain complexes,
the cone on m, denoted by cone(B* ~ C*), is the cochain complex having
BHl EB c- in degree k and whose differential is given by
d(b, c) = (-dBb, m(b) + dec).
For a complex J{, let 1<(P] be the complex with J{i(P] = x-». "Ve also
define «>, the truncation of 1< in degree less then k, to be the complex
whose terms of degree less then k are zero, and whose degree i term, for
i 2:: k is J{i. The truncation of K in degree greater than k, x=, is defined
in an analogous way.
Having established this notation, it follows from (1.5) that there is an
isomorphism
Definition 1.3.3 Let
Rk(AfjA) = ((w,u) E n~+l(Af) x JIk(/I;/jA) I [w]= r(u)}
and let R*(A/, A) = $k Rk(A/j A).
There is an obvious product between elements of R*(Af; A) giving it the
struct ure of graded ring.
Theorem 1.3.1 (See [14}) There are short exact sequences
0-+ J/k(Af;R/A) -+ iik(Af;R/A) ~ n~+1(A1) -+ 0 (1.7)
o -+ nk(Af; lR) -+ fJk(Af· R/A) !:!. Jlk+1(Af· A) -+ 0 (1.8)
n~(Af)' ,
0-+ J/k(Af; R) -+ jJk(M.lR/ A) (S~2) Rk+1(Af· A) -+ 0 (1.9)
r(JIk(Af; A))' ,
Proof: Sequence (1.7) follows from (1.6). Let z be the map n'?k+1 -+
C*(Af;lR/A) given by (1.3) and C(z) be the cone on z. There is a short
exact sequence of complexes
0-+ C*(Af;lR/A) -+ C(z) -+ n'?k+I(Af)[l] -+ 0
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giving a long exact sequence
-+ Hk-l(n~k+I(A/)[l]) -+ JIk(C*(Al; RI A)) -+ Hk(C(z)) -+ l!k(n~k+I(Al)[1]) -+
We have Hk-l(n~k+I(Al)[l]) = 0 and Hk(n~k+l(AI)[1]) is the group of closed
k + 1 forms. Now if a closed k + 1 form w is in the image of the map from
the group of degree k differential characters, then there must be a cochain
<P E Ck(A/; RI A) such that for every k + 1 cycle z we have
1w = (6<jJ, z) = (<jJ,8z) = o.
So sequence (1. 7) is established. \Ve will prove (1.8) in the next chapter, and
for the proof of (1.9) we refer to [14].
Let B be the Bockstein homomorphism in the exact sequence
given by the short exact sequence of the coefficients.
Proposition 1.3.2 (See [14J)
• 62 = -B on the image of llk(AI; RI A) in iIk(lr/; RI A) .
• 61 = d on the image of nk(.M; R)/n~(lrf) in llk(lr/; RI A).
Let G be a group with finitely many components, and define a category f(G)
whose objects are triples
P = (E, AI, B)
where E is a principal G-bundle over AI, and B is a connection on E. The
morphisms of f(G) are connection preserving bundle maps.
Define
f{k(G; A) = {(P, u) E I(G) x H2k(BG; A) I wa(P) = r(u)}
(where I(G) is the ring of invariant polynomials and Wa is the Chern-Wei!
homomorphism as in Section 1.1). The following Theorem asserts the exis-
tence of secondary invariants in il*(AI; RI A) lifting the classes obtained by
the Chern- \Veil construction.
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Theorem 1.3.3 (Cheeger-Simons [14]) Let (F, u) E J(2k(G; A). For any
PE E(G) there is a unique class SF,u(P) E iI2k-l(lU;!R/A) such that
• If8 denotes the curvature of(), bl(SF,u(P)) = Fe.
• If f : AI --+ BG is a classifying map for P, b2(SF,u(P)) = j*(u).
• If P' E E(G) and "I : P --+ P' is a morphism, "IM(SF,u(P')) = SF,u(P)
(where "1M is the corresponding map on the bases).
The proof of the theorem rests on the existence of n-classifying objects in E( G)
(see Section 1.1 above). Let P; = (En' An,()n) E E(G) be n-classifying. As
the odd cohomology with real coefficients of the universal classifying space
for G is trivial, we have that for n big enough also JI2k-l(An; IR) = o. It
follows from the exact sequence (1.9) in Theorem 1.3.1 that
(bbb2): 1I2k-l(An;IR/A) --+ R2k(AfjA)
is an isomorphism. Setting
(where Fen is the form obtained by the Chern Weil construction as in Section
1.1) defines the invariants in the case of n classifying objects. If "I : P --+ Pn
is a morphism to a n-classifying object by naturality one must have
To finish the proof of the theorem it is only left to check that the defini-
tion of the differential characters SF,u(P) does not depend on the particular
classifying object chosen. We refer to [14] for the proof this fact.
From the above theorem it follows that if Fe = 0 and f is a classifying
map for P
SF,u(P) E /I2k-l(Af; !R/A) and B(SF,u(P)) = - J*(u).
Let 7r : E --+ Al be the projection of P. Then the relation between
SF,u(P) and the form T F( 0) defined in the previous section is given by
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If P admits a global cross section then we have
----SF,u{P) = s*([T F(O)])
as elements of JI2k-1(J.,/j"R./A).
1.4 Flat bundles
In this thesis we are going to be concerned with secondary invariants of flat
bundles, or equivalently of representations of the fundamental group of a
manifold /1;/. Let G be a Lie group with finitely many components, and
p : 71'1 CM) -+ G
be a representation. An object Pp = (Ep, AI, Op) of f(G), is determined byp
in the following way. If il denotes the universal cover of AI, then Ep is
Ai Xp G, the quotient of Ai x G by the action of 1r'1CM). Let OG be the
one form defined by OG(g) = dLg-l(g) (as maps from the tangent space of
G at 9 and 9 ~ T1GG). The canonical flat connection (or Maurer Cartan
connection) on Ai x G is P;OG, where P2 is the projection of Ai x G to the
second factor. The canonical flat connection on Ai x G induces a connection
on il x , G since the form p;Oa is invariant under the action of p, The
connection Op is this induced connection, whose holonomy representation is
the representation p,
For any (P, u) E sv«: A) we define u{p) = u(Ep) and SF,u(p) =
SF,u(Pp)' For all u E JI2k(BG; A), u(p) is torsion, hence it follows from
Theorem 1.3.1 that
• B(SF,u(p)) = -u(p) where B is the Bockstein operator.
Definition 1.4.1 Let Ck be the k-th Chern polynomial and Ck the k-th uni-
versal Chern class, 'We'Will 'Write
for the RIA cohomology class determined by SC/c,c/c(p).
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\-Veare going to use essentially two properties of secondary invariants of
representations. The first one is a restatement of the naturality of differential
characters in the language of representations: let M and N be differentiable
manifolds and f: M -+ N be a smooth map. A representation P : 1rl(N) -+
G can be pulled back to give a representation
j*(p) = po i, :1rl(Af) -+ G.
Then we have
SF,u(f*(p)) = j*(SF,u(p)).
The second important property is rigidity under deformations.
Theorem 1.4.1 (Cheeger Simons [14]) Let (F, u) E J(2k(G, A), k > 2
and
Pt: [O,lJ x 1rl(Af) -+ G
a smooth family of representations. Then SF,u(PO) = SF,u(pt}.
Example 1 The condition k ~ 2 in the Theorem is necessary. Representa-
tions p : 1rl(SI) -+ Ut ~ SI are in one to one correspondence with elements of
l/t(stj Ut} as Ut is abelian, and l/t(Sl; Ud ~ /Jl(Slj "R17/.). From Theorem
1.3.1 we also have isomorphisms
Let (Ct, cd E J(2( Ut, 7/.) be the first Chern polynomial and the universal
first Chern class. Using the identification of Ut with i"R, we can represent a
connection with a real valued l-forrn w. Moreover for all p the associated
flat bundle Pp is trivial, so we can identify the space of flat Ut connections
with nl(Af). Two such connections have the same holonomy representation
if and only if they are gauge equivalent, and from the isomorphisms above
it follows that this happens if and only if their forms differ by a closed form
with integer periods. Hence if we identify fJ1(Slj RI A) with nl(Af)/n~(Af),
CSt (p) = SCI ,Cl (p) is just the gauge equivalence class of the connection, i.e.
the projection of a connection form A to the equivalence class of (21ri)-1 A. If
we instead consider esdp) as an element of /J1(St, RI7/.) ~ Hom(Z, RI7/.) fV
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Ut, and we identify the representation with the image e27rio of a generator of
1I"t(SI), we have
CSl(e
27rio
) = a = log(e27riO) mod Z
As the one dimensional homology of any manifold is spanned by the classes
determined by simple closed curves in the manifold, by the naturality of
the Chern Cheegcr Simons class we can conclude that CSt (p) is not rigid for
representations p of the fundamental group of any manifold.
Remark Connection forms of GL(n, C)-bundles are complex valued, and
the Chern Polynomials are complex valued. However the Chern classes are
always real. Thus the differential characters Sn-c;»; (Re is the real part)
lift the real part of the Chern form, which also represents the Chern class in
de Rahm cohomology, so they also lift the Chern class itself (i.e. SI (SReCn,cJ
is the real part of the Chern form and S2(SReCn,cn) = cn). The pullback of
SReCn,cn to the total space of the bundle is (integration of) the real part of
the form TCn( 0) (here T is transgression of a complex form) restricted to
the real cycles of the total space of the bundle (efr. [25]).
It is also possible to define complex valued differential characters (see
[18],[25]) by setting for A a subring of C
Ijk(Af; CIA) := {f E IIom(Zk(Af), CIA) If 0 a E Ok+l(Af; C)}.
All the properties seen for the real valued differential characters are valid
(with obvious modifications) also for the complex valued ones (see e.g. [25]).
In particular if J : O*(Af; C) -+ C*(Af; ClA» is the map given by integration
and reduction modulo A as in (1.3), we have that J is an injection if A is
totally disconnected. In this case, if we write O~k+1(AI) for the truncation
of O*(Af; C), we have as in the real case,
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Chapter 2
Secondary invariants and
algebraic geometry
In this chapter we discuss the Bloch conjecture concerning the rationality
of the Chern Cheeger Simons classes (see [6]). We mention some of the
motivations coming from algebraic geometry, algebraic K-theory and alge-
braic number theory. However we will make no attempt to write a detailed,
exhaustive review on these subjects.
In Section 2.1 we discuss the case of line bundles which is well under-
stood. Then in Section 2.3 we will move to the case of higher dimensional
bundles, in order to compare it with the case of line bundles. In particular
we will see that in both cases the Chern-Cheeger-Simons invariants of a flat
bundle E over a smooth projective complex algebraic variety X determine
points on the intermediate Jacobians of X. These points are the images of
the corresponding Chern classes with values in the Chow groups of X via the
Abel-Jacobi map. Hence we can say loosely that the Chern-Cheeger-Simons
classes are compatible with the Chern classes with values in the Chow groups.
However, while the values of the first Chern-Cheeger-Simons class determine
all the points of the Jacobian torus of X, the higher dimensional secondary
invariants determine only discrete subsets of the intermediate Jacobians be-
cause of their rigidity property.
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2.1 Back to line bundles
At the beginning of last Chapter we gave as an example of secondary invari-
ants of holomorphic bundles over a compact complex manifold X elements
in a torus rh fitting in an exact sequence
o -+ rh -+ iri«,Ox) ~ H2(X; 7l.) -+ ....
This sequence comes from the exponential sequence of sheaves
o -+ 7l. -+ 0 x ~ Ox -+ 0
where Ox and Ox are the sheaves of holomorphic function and nowhere van-
ishing holomorphic functions on X respectively. The exponential sequence
gives rise to a long exact cohomology sequence
(2.1)
•.• -+ trix, 7l.) -+ u'tx, Ox) -+ n'ix, Ox) ~ H2(Xj 7l.) -+ •..
that gives the sequence 2.1 in which rh is the Jacobian torus
J( V') = /J1(X; Ox)./\ ll+t X; 7l.) .
Let l/gk(X) denote the integral classes of type k,k , i.e the elements of
//2k(X; 7l.) whose image under the map H2k(X; 7l.) -+ H2k(X; C) is of type
k, k. Chern classes of holomorphic bundles are of type 1,1, hence we can
rewrite (2.1) as a short exact sequence
(2.2)
This exact sequence has a well known geometrical interpretation: the classes
in Jlgt(X) are in one to one correspondence with the smooth isomorphism
classes of line bundles over X admitting a holomorphic structure; the group
][1 (X j Ox) is isomorphic to the group of holomorphic isomorphism classes
of line bundles, and J(X) parametrizes holomorphic line bundles that are
topologically trivial.
Now let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety. The k-th Chow
group of X, ClIk(X), is the group of complex codirnension k subvarieties of
X modulo rational equivalence. There is the cycle map
cl: ctrtx; -+ H2k(Xj Z)
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sending the class of a complex codimension k subvariety V to the singular co-
homology class determined by V (which is a submanifold of real codimension
2k). \Ve denote by ClI~(X) the kernel of the cycle map, (i.e. the subgroup
of C l/k(X) consisting of the classes of homologically trivial subvarieties) and
by lI;/~(X; Il) its image. There is a theory of Chern classes c%/g with values in
the Chow groups (see [23]). These classes are compatible with the topological
Chern classes c~op in the sense that the cycle map sends c%/g to c~oP.
The group C/l1(X) is isomorphic to JJ1(Xj Ox), and Jf;',g(Xj Z) = Hg1(X)
(see [28] p.161-163). Furthermore the Abel-Jacobi map C llJ(X) -+ J(X) is
an isomorphism, hence we can rewrite the short exact sequence 2.2 as
Let Lp be the flat bundle associated to a representation p : 11"1 (X) -+ c*.
The bundle Lp is holomorphic, so now we will compare the class c~/g(Lp) with
the Chern-Cheeger-Simons class
CS1(P)E l/1(XjCjll).
We know from the last chapter that CSI (p) is sent to c~OP(Lp) by the Bockstein
b: JIl(Xj Cjll) -+ 1I1(Xj C). Since Lp is flat, its first Chern class is a torsion
class. lIenee there exist a natural number N such that Ncs) (p) is the image
of a (unique) element of Jf1(XjC)j/J1(XjZ) which we still indicate with
NCSl(P). Similarly, Nc~lg(L) is the image of a unique element Nc~lg(L) of
J(X). There is a map
. /J1(X; C) -+ J(X)
p. /J1(Xj Il)
induced by JIl(Xj C) -+ 1I1(Xj 0).
Proposition 2.1.1
p(NCSt(p)) = Nc~lg(Lp).
Proof: Let C* be the sheaf of nowhere vanishing Coo functions on X. It is
known (see e.g.[28] p.139-140) that /J1(X, C*) is isomorphic to the group of
topological isomorphism classes of line bundles over X. There is an isomor-
phism /ll(X,C*) ~ nux, Il) sending (the class of) a line bundle to its first
Chern class. The composition
l/t(XjCjll) ~ /l1(X;C") -+ IJ1(X,C*)
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fits in the following commutative diagram
Since the image of CSI(P) in 1l2(XjZ) is the first Chern class of the flat
bundle Lp, it follows from the diagram that CSt (p) is mapped to the ele-
ment determined by i, in Ht(X,C*). Now, C J/t(X) s:: /[1(Xj 0*), and the
class c~/g(Lp) is sent to the element determined by Lp in JJ1(X; 0*). The
commutative diagram
+--
shows that c~/g(Lp) and CSI (p) have the same image in mix, 0*), namely the
class determined by the Cech cocycle given by the locally constant transition
functions of Lp, and the proposition follows.
2.2 Deligne cohomology
The main tool in giving a generalization of the constructions of the preceding
section for the case of higher dimensional bundles is Deligne cohomology.
Let A be a subring of C. Let A(k) be the subgroup (21ri)kA C C. Let n~ol
be the sheaf of holomorphic complex valued p-forms on X.
Definition 2.2.1 The holomorphic Deligne complex 1) is the following com-
plex of sheaves:
A( k) _,.. n~ol _,.. ••• _,..nt?
where A( k) is in degree zero and n~ol is in degree k + 1. The holomorphic
Deligne cohomology //v(X;A(k)) is the hypercohomology of the holomorphic
Deligne complex.
The smooth Deligne com plex 1)00 and smooth Deligne cohomology Hvoo (X; A(k))
are defined in the same way using the sheaves of Coo forms n~. Our main
references for Deligne cohomology are [22] and [10]. Recall that if J( is a
complex, we donote by K(P] the complex with J(i(P] = s-».
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Lemma 2.2.1 The holomorphic and smooth Deligne complexes are quasi
isomorphic to the complexes
v = cone(nKo~ EB i\(k) -+ fl;;ol)[-l]
'Doo = cone(n~k EB i\(k) -+ n~)[-l]
respective/yo
Proof: In fact this is Beilinson's definition of the Deligne complex, see [5].
\Ve drop the subscrips hoi and 00 as the proof is identical in the two cases.
As in the previous chapter, let n~k be the complex which is zero in degree
less than k and whose degree i term is ni for i ~k. There is a short exact
sequence of complexes
and the cone over the identity is acyclic.
The next ingredient we need to generalize our discussion of the case of line
bundles to higher dimensional bundles is a generalization of the Jacobian.
Let IIp,q(X) the subspace of classes of type p,q in IIp+q(X; C). Griffith's
intermediate Jacobian is defined as
JJ2k-l(X' C)
Jk(X) = 1I2k-1(Xj Z) EB JJ2k-l.O(X') EB •.• EB Hk.k-l(X) (2.3)
For k = 1 this definition agrees with the one given in the previous section
because of the isomorphism
/ll(X;C) '" IJ1(X;Ox)
J/l(X; Z) EB lJl.O(X) = lJl(X; Z) •
Theorem 2.2.2 For A = Z holomorphic Deligne cohomology groups fit in
the following short exact sequence
(2.4)
Proof: \Ve have the short exact sequence of complexes
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giving the long exact sequence of hypercohomology groups
... ~ l/2k-l(n~o~9Z(k)) ~ l/2k-l(nho/) ~ u=it» ~ lJ2k(n~o~9Z(k)) ~ ...
The 2k - 1 hypercohomology of n~o~ is the k-th term in the Hodge filtration
of /J2k-l(X;C), i.e.
so the injection of the intermediate Jacobian in Deligne cohomology follows
from the above exact sequence. Similarly lJ2k(n~o~) is the k-th term of the
Hodge filtration of JI2k(X; C), and the image of the map from Deligne coho-
mology to 1I2k(n~o~ EElZ(k)) is JIgk(X) (see [22]).
lIenee holomorphic Deligne cohomology allows to generalize the exponen-
tial sequence to higher dimensional bundles in the following sense: there is a
generalization of cycle map
cb :CIIk(X) ~ II~k(X; Z(k))
taking values in Deligne cohomology, such that the short exact sequence 2.4
is compatible with the short exact sequence for the cycle homomorphism; i.e.
there is a commutative diagram (see [21])
o ~ CJIk(X)o ~
1<1>
Jk(X)
CJIk(X)
1
~ JIINX;Z(k)) ~
~ l/:/~(X;Z) ~ 0
1
l/gk(X) ~ 0o ~
When k = 1 there is an isomorphism inix,Z(l)) ~ JJ1(X; 0·), so
we find again the exponential sequence. Geometrical interpretations of 2.4
generalizing the interpretation of the short exact sequence 2.2 are given in
[10]and [24],who show that Deligne cohomology groups can be interpreted as
isomorphism classes of certain geometric objects (gerbes in [10] and bundles
with fibre the iterated classifying space of C* in [24]).
\Ve now turn to examine more closely smooth Deligne cohomology. Let
nk-1 (X; C) and n~-l(X)denote the smooth Cvalued k-l-differential forms
and the closed k - 1 forms with periods in A(k) respectively.
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Theorem 2.2.3 Smooth Deligne cohomology fits in the following exact se-
quence
0-+ n~~~~~~~)-+ II~oo (X; A(k)) -+ Hk(X; A(k)) -+ 0 (2.5)
Proof: As in the previous chapter, let n~k the truncation above degree k-l
of the complex of sheaves of smooth differential forms. Consider the short
exact sequence of complexes
o -+ n~k[-l] -+ [A(k) -+ n~.x -+ ... -+ n:;11 -+ A(k) -+ O.
Then the sequence (2.5) follows from the long exact sequence of the hyper-
cohomology by the following remarks .
• The k-th hypercohomology group of the complex consisting only of the
constant sheaf A(k) in degree 0 is JIk(X; A(k)), the ordinary cohomolgy
with coefficients in A(k) .
• The hypercohomology of n~k is isomorphic to the cohomology of the
complex of the global sections. IIence Hk+1(n~k[_l]) = 0 and
JJk+1(n<k[_1]) = nk-1(Xj C)
00 dnk-2(X;C)'
Moreover if an element of nk-1(Xj C)/dnk-2(Xj C) is in the image of
the map from l/k-l(Xj A(k)), it is obviously (the equivalence class of)
a closed form with periods in A(k).
Sequence (2.5) for smooth Deligne cohomolgy is the complex version of
sequence (1.8) of Theorem 1.3.1 for real valued Cheeger Simons differential
characters. The reason for this is in the following theorem, which states that
Deligne cohomology groups are isomorphic to the groups of complex valued
differential characters. This also gives the proof, in the complex case, of
the existence of the exact sequence (1.8) that we promised in the previous
Chapter.
Theorem 2.2.4 There is an isomorphism
fik-1(Xj ClA(k)) ~ lJ~oo (X; A(k))
(for different proofs see [11],[18}).
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Proof: Let n*(X) denote the complex valued differential forms on X, i.e.
the global sections of n~ and n~k(X) be the truncation as usual. Let
Cx(C/A(k» be the complex of sheaves of singular C/A(k) cochains, C(z)
be the complex
cone(n~k ...!.. C'X(CI A(k))
and C (l) the complex of the global sections of C( z). We have seen in the pre-
vious chapter that lik-1(Xj ClA(k» ~ JIk-l(C(t». This cohomology group
is isomorphic to the hypercohomology lJk-l(C(Z). The complex Cx(CI A(k»
is quasi isomorphic to the complex cone(A(k) -+ n~), which we denote by
K,. In fact we have the short exact sequence of complexes
0-+ K -+ conc(C -+ n~) -+ C/A(k)[l] -+ 0
in which cone(C -+ n~J is acyclic. It follows that K, is quasi isomorphic to
the complex consisting only of the constant sheaf ClA(k) in degree 0, which
is quasi isomorphic to Cx (ClA(k ». It then follows that the the complex C(z)
is quasi isomorphic to the complexes
cone(n~k -+ K) ~ cone(n~k EBA(k) -+ n~)
which are quasi isomorphic because of a general fact about cones that states
that if ml : A -+ C and m2 : B -+ C are maps of complexes, then cone(A ~
cone(B -~2 C» is quasi isomorphic to cone(A EBB m1-=+m2 C) (see [22]).
Summing up we have
2.3 Higher dimensional bundles
Consider the exact sequence
0-+ l/2k-l(X;C) -+ l/2k-l(X'C/Z) -+ Jl2k(X'Z) -+ ..• (2.6)
l/'lk-l(X;Z) , ,
Let Ep be the flat bundle associated to a representation
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and consider the algebraic Chern class C:19(Ep) E CHk(X). This class is sent
to the topological class c~OP(Ep) under the cycle map
cl: CHk(X) -+ H2k(XiZ).
As the bundle Ep is flat, as in section 2.1 there is a natural number N such
that
NC:19(E) E CHk(X)o.
The intermediate Jacobian Jk(X) is isomorphic to the torus
112k-l (X; JR)
JI2k-l(X;Z)'
As in section 2.1, denote by NCS2k-l (p) E u=-vtx, CC)/H2k-l (Xi Z) the
point mapped to N times the Chern-Cheeger-Simons class in H2k-l (Xi C/'ll.).
If p is unitary, eS2k-l (p) is real, hence N eS2k-l (p) E Jk(X). In [6] Bloch
proves the following generalization of Proposition 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.3.1 Assume that p is a unitary representation. Then
4J(Ne%/9(Ep)) = Nes2k_l(P).
The proof of this theorem, and of its generalization below uses Beilin-
son's theory of Chern classes 4 E ll~k(X; Z(k)) with values in the Deligne
cohomology (see [.5]). It can be shown that these classes are compatible with
the topological ones and with the ones with values in the Chow groups (see
[.5], [22]); i.e. clv( e:/9) = et by , and the map
lI~k(Xj Z(k))) -+ Ill(X) C H2k(Xj'll.)
takes 4 to the topological Chern class.
\Ve now compare Beilinson's Chern classes et with Cheeger-Chern-Simons
invariants. There is a natural map
J/2k-l(X; C/Z (k)) -+ ll~k(X; Z(k)).
Composing this map with the twist of the coefficients H2k-l(Xj CjZ) (2~k
J/2k-l(XjCjZ(k)) we get a map
e : J12k-l(X; C/'ll.) -+ H~k(X; Z(k)).
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Let p : 7rt{X) ~ GLn(C) be a representation of the fundamental group of
X. The following theorem has been proved in various versions in [18], [25]
and [41].
Theorem 2.3.2 Let E; be the flat bundle associated to p. Then we have
This theorem is essentialy a consequence of Theorem 2.2.4. The images
of the classes 4 via the composition
are sent to the classes c~op by the map iI2k-I(Xj Cj7L.(k)) ~ H2k(Xj 7L.(k)) •
Moreover these images have the same naturality property of Cheeger Simons
differential characters, as the 4 are natural too. So the Theorem follows by
the unicity of the differential characters SCIc,CIc'
As a corollary we get the following generalization of Theorem 2.3.1 to
representations in GLn(C), Let N be an integer such that Nc~OP(Ep) = o.
Then as before Nc%lg(E) is in Cllk(X)o and NCS2k-l(P) determines a unique
element NC82k-I(P) E 112k-1 (Xj C)/ l/2k-1 (Xj 7L.).
Theorem 2.3.3 Let <I> : C I/k(X)o ~ Jk(X) be the Abel Jacobi map. Then
<I>(Nc%lg(E)) is equal to the image of NCS2k-l(P) under the projection
l/2k-I(XjC) k
l/2k-l(Xj 7L.) ~ J (X).
llloch's conjecture concerning the rationality of secondary invariants of
flat bundles over algebraic varieties can be seen as a particular case of a
more general conjecture asserting the rationality of Chern-Cheeger-Simons
invariants of flat bundles over arbitrary smooth manifolds. But secondary
invariants of algebraic bundles deserve interest in their own merit. We have
seen that they can be used to compute the Beilinson classes 4 in Deligne
cohomology. Using these classes Beilinson in [5] defined regulator maps from
algebraic K-theory to Deligne cohomology generalizing the Borel regulator.
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There are many interesting conjectures linking these regulators maps to poly-
logarithms and the values of L-functions at integer points (see the book [38]).
For example we have seen that the first Cheeger-Chern-Sirnons class can be
expressed as a logarithm. Bloch in [6], and Dupont [17] proved that also
the degree three Cheeger-Chern-Simons class can be computed using a suit-
able modification of the dilogarithm function. Bloch also introduced in [6]
a group, called the Bloch group, which fits in a complex whose cohomology
in the appropriate degree is isomorphic (after tensoring with the rationals)
to the indecomposable part of f{3(C). Conjecturally it should be possible to
find formulae expressing all Beilinson's regulators (i.e. Beilinson's or Chern-
Cheeger-Simons classes) in terms of appropriate modifications of polyloga-
rithms. It is also conjectured that it should be possible to define higher
dimensional Bloch's groups, fitting in complexes whose cohomology should
be isomorphic (after tensoring with Q) with the terms of a filtration of al-
gebraic K-theory. Results in this direction have been obtained recently by
Goncharov [26], [27].
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Chapter 3
The topology of smooth
projective algebraic varieties
In this chapter we recall following Lamotke [35] some known results about the
topology of smooth projective algebraic varieties. The idea of using iterated
hyperplane sections to study the topology of a projective variety goes back to
Lefschetz [33], [34]. Lefschetz's main results on this subject are the so called
fVeak Lefschetz theorem and Hard Lefscheiz theorem. Both these results have
been proved later by several authors. For the former Andreotti and Fraenkel
[1, 2], Bott [9], Kas [31], Wallace [44], and Lamotke [35]. For the latter see
Hodge ([29]) and Deligne et al. [42]
3.1 Pencils of hyperplanes and the modifica-
tion of a variety
Roughly speaking, we study a smooth projective algebraic variety X C ClPm
of complex dimension n by intersecting it with a hyperplane of C]pm. Then
we let the hyperplane vary in a family to see how the intersection changes.
A natural notion of family of hyperplanes is that of a pencil.
Definition 3.1.1 Let A c C]pm be an (m - 2)-dimensional subspace. Then
the pencil of hyperplanes with axis A is the family of all hyperplanes in C]pm
containing A.
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Pencils of hyperplanes in CIPm correspond to projective lines in the dual
projective space, i.e. the space whose points parametrize hyperplanes in the
original projective space. So we denote by {HdtEQ>l pencils of hyperplanes.
Define X, := H, n X for each t E CIPI. We call {XthEQ>l a pencil of
hyperplane sections of X .
Given a pencil of hyperplane sections, we would like to employ fibration
techniques to investigate the topology of X. However we cannot define a map
X -+ CIPI by the prescription that each x E X is mapped to the t E CIPI
such that x EXt. The reason for this is that if A is the axis of the pencil
and X' = X nA, then every x E X' is in X, for every t. The complement of
X', X \ X' can be regarded as a fibration over CIPI with fibres X, \ X'. For
our purposes however, it is more convenient to blow up the axis of the pencil
and define the modification of X (with respect to the pencil Ht)
y = {(x, t) E X x CIP I I x E Hd
There are two projections p: Y -+ X, and I: Y -+ CIPI. The former restricts
to a relative homeomorphism between Y \ p-I(X/) and X \ X'. We call the
inverse images of points by I the fibres of I, even though I is not a fibration.
For each t, the fibre I-I (t) is X, x {t}, thus we can identify the two spaces.
If a hyperplane H, of the pencil is tangent to X, the corresponding section
X; is singular. In general this cannot be avoided, but we can consider pencils
with the following properties (see [35]):
1. The axis of the pencil intersects X transversally, so X' is nonsingular
and has complex dimension n - 2 .
2. The modification Y of X along X' is a projective variety. It is irre-
ducible and nonsingular.
3. The projection I :Y -+ crI has a finite number r of critical values,
and there are exactly r critical points. So in each fibre of I there is at
most one critical point.
4. Every critical point is nondegenerate, i.e. with respect to local coordi-
nates the Hessian of I has maximal rank at the critical point.
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Pencils with these properties are called Lefschetz pencils. In [35] and
[42] it is proved that Lefschetz pencils exist and are generic in the following
sense. The set of points in the dual m-projective space corresponding to
hyperplanes tangent to X forms a variety X whose dimension is at most
m -1. However the dimension of X can be m -1even if n, the dimension of
X, is less than m -1. If p is a point in the dual projective space not lying on
X then the corresponding hyperplane Hp is transversal to X. The set of all
pencils containing Hp corresponds to the set L of all projective lines through
p. This is a m-I dimensional projective space. There is a nonempty open
subset of L such that pencils corresponding to points of this subset satisfy
the conditions above.
Let {lIdtEQ>l be a Lefschetz pencil and {XdtEQ>l the corresponding pen-
cil of hyperplane sections. Let Y be the modification of X with respect
to this pencil, and iI, ... , ir E CpI be the critical values of the projection
f :Y -+ C1PI•These are exactly the points corresponding to hyperplanes of
the pencil which are tangent to X. lIence the hyperplane sections Xti are
singular. We call the fibres t:' (ti) the singular fibres of f. Let
r
Y·:= Y\ UYii and S·:= CpI\ {tI, ... ,ir}.
i=I
Theorem 3.1.1 (Ehresmann Fibration Theorem, see [35], [48]) Let
f : E -+ B be a proper differentiable mapping between differentiable manifolds
without boundary. Suppose that the rank oj f is equal to the dimension oj
B for all the points in E. Then f is a locally trivial fibration. IJ E has
a boundary DE and the rank of the restriction oj f to BE is equal to the
dimension oj B everywhere, then f fibres the pair (E, BE) locally trivially.
An analogous statement holds [or any pair (E, Eo), where Eo C E is a closed
submaniJold with the property that the restriction of f to it has everywhere
rank equal to the dimension of B.
The restriction of f to Y· is proper and has no critical points. Hence by
the Ehresmann fibration theorem
JIY- : Y· -+ S·
is a locally trivial fibration. Let b be a point of S·. Then the fibre f-I(b) =
Xb x {b} is a smooth projective variety of complex dimension n - 1, the
generic hyperplane section of X.
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Recall that we denoted p the projection from Y to X. Since X' is the
intersection of X with the axis of the pencil, it follows that p-l (X') = X' X
((:::Jpl• Hence the inclusion p-l(X') -+ Y induces a homomorphism
H.(X' X aP1) -+ H.(Y).
Using the Kunneth formula, we can define the following composition
which we denote by k. The following proposition, proved in [35J, compares
the homology of X with the homology of Y.
Proposition 3.1.2 For every q the natural homomorphism k : lIq_2(X') -+
Hq(Y) fits in the following split short exact sequence.
D -+ IIq_2(X') ~ Hq(Y) ~ Hq(X) -+ D.
In particular p induces isomorphisms
3.2 The local structure of the singular fibres
Here we summarize some results from [35J leading to the Weak Lefschetz
Theorem (Theorem 3.2.3) and we state some equivalent formulations of the
Hard Lefschetz Theorem (Theorem 3.2.5). For proofs and more details we
refer to [35].
Let X be an algebraic variety and Y be its modification with respect to a
Lefschetz pencil. From now on we will identify ClPl with S2. So consider the
projection f :Y -+ S2 and let {Xl! ... ,xr} be the critical points of f. Denote
by D+ and D_ the closed upper and lower hemispheres of S2 respectively.
We can assume that all the critical values tl = f(xd, ... , t; = f(xr) are
interior points of D+. Pick a regular value bE D+ nD_ of f as a basepoint
and let
and
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Notation: We establish the convention that whenever A is a subset of 52,
YA is the subset J-l(A) C Y. However when X E 52 is a point, we will
denote the fibre over x by Yx (rather than Y{x}).
As in the previous section denote by 5* the complement of the critical
values of J in 52 and let y* = f-l(5*). With the choices that we made,
D _ is contained in 5*. Since flY. is a locally trivial fibration and D _ is
contractible, it follows that y_ is diffeomorphic to the product }'/,X D_ via
a fibre preserving diffeomorphism.
We are now going to see how the singular fibres determine the homology
of Y+. Since the pencil is a Lefschetz pencil, all critical points of fare
nondegenerate, and no two lie in the same fibre of f. Choose coordinates to
identify D+ with the unit disk in C so that b corresponds to 1. Choose also
small, mutually disjoint disks D, C D+ of radius TJ centered at ti. Pick regular
values bi E aDi as additional basepoints, and embedded Coo paths fi from b
to b, meeting only in b, so that I! := Ui=l I!i retracts to band k := I! UUi=l D,
is a deformation retract of D+ (see figure).
b
We now describe the local structure of a neighbourhood of a singular
fibre YXi• Since the singular point Xi of f is nondegenerate, we can choose
a neighbourhood of Xi in Y in which f can be written with respect to local
complex coordinates (z}, ... , zn)
f(z) = i, + z: + ... + z~
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(we can suppose that Xi is the origin in this local system). Choose f > 0
small enough so that the closed ball in C of radius f centered at the origin is
contained in the range of the local coordinates. Let B be the corresponding
subset of Y. We can choose TJsmall enough (namely TJ< €2) so that D, C
f(B). Let
T := YD, nB, and F:= Ybi nB
then in local coordinates
T={ZEcn:lzlI2+"'+IZnI2~€2, and Iz~+ ... +z~I~TJ}
F = {z ET: z~ + ... + z~ = TJ}
(see [35] and references therein). From this local coordinates description, it
follows that T is contractible, and F is diffeomorphic to the unit disk bundle
of the tangent bundle of the sphere sn-l.
The space T can be seen as a 'singular fiber space' with generic fibre
the disk bundle DT sn-l, and with just one singular fibre over the origin
consisting of DT sn-l with the zero section shrunk to a point. Let N, be the
o
closure of the complement of T in YD;, i.e. N, = YD;\ B. The next lemma
describes the structure of Ni.
Lemma 3.2.1 There is a fibre preserving diffeomorphism from N, to the
trivial bundle (Yb; \ F) x o..
Proof: This is a consequence of the Ehresmann fibration theorem for mani-
folds with boundary. The restriction of f to N, has maximal rank everywhere,
so no critical point. Hence f :N, --+ D, is a locally trivial fibration. As D,
retracts to bi we can lift this contraction to a contraction of Ni to (Yb; \ F).
From this local analysis one can prove the following important result.
Proposition 3.2.2 For any ring of coefficients R
II (Y. y,) _ {Rr if q = n
q +, b - 0 otherwise
The proof consists of the following steps (see [35]):
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1. Hq(T, F) = 0 for q i- n, and Hn(T, F) is free of rank 1. A generator of
Hn(T, F) is given by an orientation of the real n-disk
{Z ET: Zl, ..• , Zn are real}.
The map a: Hn(T,F) -+ Hn-1(F) ~ Hn_1(sn-I) is an isomorphism.
2. The inclusion (T, F) C-...+ (YD;, Yb;) induces isomorphisms in homology.
3. The fibre Yb is a deformation retract of Yt, as f retracts to band Yt
contains no critical points of f, hence is diffeomorphic to the trivial
fibration. Thus Hq(Y+, }'f) ~ Hq(Y+, Yb) for all q.
4. Let L = (Ur=l Di) U f. Then Y+ retracts onto YL, so we have isomor-
phisms Hq(Y+, Yt) '" Hq(YL' Yt). The inclusion
r r
(UYD;, U Yb;) C-...+ (YL, Yt)
i=l i=l
is an eXCISIOn.Since the union is disjoint, for all q we have the chain
of isomorphisms
r
EB Hq(YD;, YbJ ~ Hq(Y+, Yt) ~ Hq(Y+, Yb) (3.1)
i=l
that proves the proposition.
Theorem 3.2.3 (Weak Lefschetz Theorem) The inclusion of the hyper-
plane section Xb C-...+ X induces isomorphisms in homology up to dimension
n - 2 and a surjection in dimension n - 1, i. e. for all q :::;n - 1 we have
The Weak Lefschetz Theorem follows as a corollary of the previous proposi-
tion by induction on the dimension of X. In fact X' is an hyperplane section
of the smooth projective n = l-variety Xb, and there is a long exact sequence
(see 3.6.5 in [35])
-+ Hq+2(Y+,}/,) -+ Hq+2(X, Xb) -+ Hq(Xb, X') -+ Hq+I(Y+, Yb) -+ (3.2)
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that gives isomorphisms llq+2(X, X,,) ~ lIq(X", X') for q i- n - 2, n - l.
Remark: A fact that we are going to use quite often follows from the exact
sequence (3.2): the map
induced by the projection p : Y --+ X restricted to 1+ is surjective, as the
next term in the sequence is zero by the \Veak Lefschetz Theorem.
Definition 3.2.1 The module of the ranishinq cycles V ~ 1I,,-1 (l'b) is the
image of the connecting homomorphism a: Hn(l+, l'b) --+ 1I,,-1(}'b).
Hence we have
There is an isomorphism lI,,-dX) ~ 11,,-1 (Y+) ( to see this compare the ex-
act sequences of the pairs pl'+, l'b) and (X, Xb) and use the previous remark),
and as we identify the hyperplane section Xb with the fibre of f, l'b, we have
that V is isomorphic to the kernel of the map
Remark Consider the commutative diagram
••• --+ 11,,(11',1,,) --+ /1"-1 (1,,) --+ 11,,-1 (Y) --+ •••
1 l~ 1
... --+ II,,(X, X,,) --+ ll,,-l(Xb) --+ lIn-1pQ --+ ...
The vertical morphism at the right is a surjection by Proposition 3.1.2. The
middle one is an isomorphism and the left one is surjective since the map
lln(Y+,l'b) --+ lin (X, X,,) is a surjection and is equal to the composition
J/,,(}I'+, 1,,) --+ J/,,(ll', 1,,) --+ It; (X, X,,).
Hence, identifying the two groups /1"-1 (1,,) ~ /In-l (X,,), the map //"-1 (l'b) --+
1l,,-1 (Y) has the same kernel as J/,,-dX,,) --+ lIn-dX) by a standard dia-
gram chase argument.
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Consider the locally trivial fibration with fibre l'b
flY. : Y· -+ S·
There is an action of 1fl (S·, b) on the homology of l'b, the monodromy of the
fibration f. A set of generators for 1fl (S·, b) is given by closed paths Wi going
round the singular value t, and separating it from the other singular values.
For example, one could choose Wj = t;l8Djfj, where the fi and the D, are
paths and disks we chose earlier in this section when describing the structure
of the singular fibres. Moreover if the ti's are suitably ordered, then one can
choose the Wi so that the only relation in 1f} (S·, b) is
Using the isomorphisms (3.1) we can define a composition
Let 8j E lIn-lOb) be the image of the generator of Iln(YDj, I'b;) via this
composition, and denote by . the intersection pairing of cycles. Choosing the
generators Wi as above, the action of 1fl(S·, b) on the homology of II, is given
by the following formulae (sec [35] and references therein).
Theorem 3.2.4 (Picard-Lefschetz Formulae)
on lIq(lb) is trivial for all q -::J n - 1.
2. Let x E 1/n-l (lb). Then [Wj] acts on x by
1. The action of1fl(S·, b)
~[wd(x) = x + (-1) l (x. 8i)8i (3.3)
So a necessary and sufficient condition for an element x E Iln-l (l/,) to
be invariant under the action of the fundamental group of S· is to have
zero intersection with all the vanishing cycles. This motivates the following
definition.
Definition 3.2.2
1:= {x E lin-lOb) I (x ·8i) = 0 fori = 1, ... ,r}
is called the module of invariant cycles.
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We can now state the Hard Lefschetz Theorem:
Theorem 3.2.5 (Hard Lefschetz Theorem) If coefficients in a field of
characteristic zero are taken then
In [3S} it is proved that this is equivalent to any of the following statements:
1. Hn-1 (Xb) -+ lIn-1 (X) maps I isomorphically onto Hn-1 (X).
2. Let u E H2(X) be the Poincare dual of the image of the fundamen-
tal class of Xb in H2n-2(X), then uqn : Hn+q(X) -+ Hn_q(X) is an
isomorphism for q = 1, ... , n.
3. The intersection form on Hn-1(Yb) ~ Hn-1(Xb) splits into the direct
sum of its restrictions to I and V; the two restrictions remain non-
degenerate.
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Chapter 4
Homology classes in algebraic
varieties and the Chern
Cheeger Simons invariant
In this Chapter we prove that the third Chern Cheeger Simons invariant of
any representation of the fundamental group of a smooth projective algebraic
variety is always rational. \Ve now describe briefly the method we use. If Al
is a manifold, and Q E IIp(.\1) is a homology class, we say for brevity that
a is represented by a p-dimensional oriented manifold N if there is a map
9 : N -+ AI such that g.([N]) = 0, where [N] is the fundamental class of
N. First we consider the case of an algebraic surface and prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.0.1 Let X be a smooth projective algebraic surface, then there
is a gencrating sel for the three dimensional homology of X (with rational
coefficients) uihose classes are all represented by products 52 x 51.
By the \Veak Lcfschctz theorem, in order to prove an analogous statement
for a projective algebraic variety of any dimension, we have only to consider
the case of a threefold, where 'new' (in the sense that they are not carried by
the inclusion of an hyperplane section) three dimensional homology classes
appear. \Ve call these classes 'extra' classes. \Ve prove that all extra classes
can be represented either by 3-spheres or connected sums of SI x 52. Hence
we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.0.2 Let X be a smooth complex projective variety. Then there
exist a generating set for the rational three dimensional homology of X whose
classes can be represented by
• 3-spheres
• connected SU77l/j of 52 X 51
Finally, we prove that the Chern Simons invariant of representations of
the fundamental group of the 3-manifolds listed in the above theorem in a
Lie group G with finitely many components is always rational.
4.1 Construction of homology classes in an
algebraic surface
In this section we work in complex dimension 2, so using the notations of
the previous chapter, X will be a projective algebraic surface and Y its
modification with respect to a Lcfschctz pencil, Again we take a regular value
b of the projection f : }" -+ 82 as a reference fibre. \Ve identify the fibre over
b, l'b with the hyperplane section Xb and we use it as reference fibre. As in
the previous chapter, we choose small disks D, around the singular values Xi
and additional reference points b, on DD; so that lb, is a regular fibre.
Remark: To prove Theorem 4.0.1 we need only to consider the case in
which there are critical values of the projection f. This happens when the
dimension oC the dual variety .t in the dual projective m-dimensional space
is 111 - 1. In fact the hyperplane section Xt is singular (i.e. }, contains a
critical point for f) iC the hyperplane ll, is tangent to X, that is if t E .t
in the dual projective space. If the dimension of .~ is less than m-I, the
generic projective line in the dual space will not meet .t, so the generic pencil
of hyperplane sections will not have singular hyperplane sections (cf. section
3.1). In this rase f : }" -+ 82 is a genuine fibre bundle of Riemann surfaces
over fy'l. The structure group oC bundles with fibre a Riemann surface of
genus 9 ~ 2 is the discrete group ,\II' the mapping class group of the surface.
Then the classifying space for Riemann surface bundles has the homotopy
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type of a 1\(1, .\lg) [see [19]), hence any such bundle over a sphere is trivial,
and Theorem 4.0.1 is true.
So, let {x), ... , xr} he the critical points of f. Choose small disks D,
with centre f(xd, as in Section 3.2, so that Lemma 3.2.1 holds. In complex
dimension two, li, is a Riemann surface, so the space that we denoted by F in
section 3.2 is diffeomorphic to a cylinder (the unit disk bundle of the tangent
bundle of 81). Then Lemma 3.2.1 states that the submanifold N, C lv; IS
diffeomorphic to a product
(lb, \ Ci) x o,
where c. is a cylinder embedded in lb,.
Then we can choose diff..omorphisms
Choose embedded paths (j from b to bj a." in 3.2. These give diffeomorphisms
tPi : li, -+ l'i, x I
(we consider tllC ¢i'!4 and the !,\'s fixed once and for all).
Remark on notation and conventions:
\Ve parametrize " so that the fibre- above the point li(t) is 4>;1( {}b}, t),
(,(0) = band 1,(1) = b.for every i, TI)(,II ¢;I(-, t), t fixed, is a diffeomorphism
between li, and );,(1)' \re can i\.o;SIHl1(· ¢;I(-,O) is the identity on lb. \Ve
adopt similar conventions for the diff('Ol1lorphism tI'.: we identify D, with the
complex unit disk, so that I" corresponds to the point z = 1, and 1/.;1(., I} is
the identity of lb, \ c..
Denote by 1'1 : )1, x I -+ )" IJ(' the projection onto the first factor, and let
By definition Cl i!f the imag« of th(' cylinder c. under a diffeomorphism,
hence topologically it is a cylinder embedded in lb.
Proposition 4.1.1 Lt! "'T br a simple closed curre in )" \ Ur=1 c.. Then
there is a circle bundl« I' -+ S'l embedded in 1" whose fibre at b is "'T.
Proof: Let R = Ur=l Ri. Given a simple closed curve 'Y C }'b \ Ui=l c.. using
the trivializations given by the 4>;'s, we can define a subbundle of Yi whose
fibre over fi(t) is 4>;1({'Y}, t). Now let L = R U Ui=1»; For every i we have
4>;1({'Y},1) C}hi \Ci
so we can extend the subbundle defined over f to a subbundle defined over L
using the trivializations 'lj;j. The fibre over the point f('Ij;-l( {}'bi \ Cd, z)) is
'Ij;-I((¢>il( {'Y}, 1)), z).
In this way we have defined a circle bundle rL embedded in YL. To extend
rL over the whole of S2 take a disk D and consider the attaching map
T r
a :eo -+ U fi U Ueo,
i=l i=l
defined as follows: divide SI ~ aD in 3r intervals (i.e. triangulate it with 3r
vertices), and
1. glue the 3(i - 1) + 1th to Pi
2. glue the 3(i - 1) + 2nd to aDi
3. the 3ith to fil (i.e. Ri with the opposite orientation)
f1
/
(
/
(
\
" -
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It is clear that the map is well defined on the vertices. Now take I x nand
glue it to rL with the map, x an -+ rL which identifies
I x {z} C I x an with ¢i1({,a(z» if a(z) E lj
I x {z} C I x aD with 1j1-I({¢iI({,},l)},a(z» if a(z) E aDj.
In this way we obtain the bundle r as required.
Let u be the Poincare dual of [lb] in H2(y; IQ). To prove that the bun-
dles r constructed above generate lI3(Y; IQ) (and hence their images by the
projection p generate H3(X; IQ», we will show that the elements of the form
un [r] span HI (Y; IQ). We have that HI (lb) -+ HI (Y) is a surjection for any
ring of coefficients. The map un :H3(Y) -+ HI(Y) factors as
From the previous proposition we know that if I C lb \ Ui=I C, is a simple
closed curve, we can construct a circle bundle r c Y over S2, such that
the fibre over b is,. If a E HI (Y; IQ) is the Poincare dual of [I'], then the
Poincare dual of u U a is represented by the transverse intersection of rand
lb (see e.g. [15]). Then by construction up to a sign we have
un [f) = (u U a) n [Y] = b) E HI(Y)
(with an abuse of notation we will denote by b) the class of I in HI (Y), in
HI(lb) and in HI(lb \ Ui=I Cj».
The closure of lb \ Ui=I C, is a compact surface with boundary (with more
than one component). Choosing diffeomorphisms from every component to
the standard models of compact surfaces with boundary one can see that its
one dimensional homolgy (any coefficients) is generated by embedded simple
closed curves. Thus we need only to prove:
Proposition 4.1.2 The composite
r
HI(lb \ UCj;IQ) -+ HI(lb;IQ) -+ HI(YjIQ)
j=I
is a surjection.
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Proof: For the rest of this section homology will be with rational coefficients
unless otherwise stated. Let il : l'b \ Ui=l C, ---+ }b and i2 : Ui=1 C, ---+ }'/, be
the inclusions. The commutative diagram
€Bi=1 H2(T, F) ~ €Bi=1 H2(YD., }b,) ~
~ 1
€Bi=1 Hl(F) ~ €Bi=1 HI (Ci) $</> •• HI (Ui=1 Gj) ~-!>
H2(Y+, }'b)
1
HI (l'b)
shows that any vanishing cycle v E V := Im[H1(Y+, lb) ---+ Hl(lb)] is in the
image of i2 •• We want to prove that Im[i1• : Hl(lb \ Ui=1 Gj) ---+ HI (lb)] = I,
the module of invariant cycles. Let v E V, a E Hl(l'b) and let o" be the
Poincare dual of a. Let c E H1(Ui=1 Gj) be such that i2.(C) = v and denote
by (,) the pairing between homology and cohomology. Then
a·v = (a*,v) = (a*,i2.(c)) = (i;(a*),v).
We have a sign commutative diagram
'.Hl(}b) 2.
p.dv ]
H1(lb)
Hl(Ui=1 Gj)
1a.d.
-4 HI (lb, lb \ Ui=1 Gj)
in which the arrows p.d. and a.d. are isomorphisms given by Poincare and
Alexander duality. It follows that
a E I {:}'Iv E Va· v = 0 {:} i;(a*) = 0 {:} j(a) = 0 {:} a E 1m il •.
By the Hard Lefschetz theorem, the proposition is proved.
To get a generating set for H3(Y) then, we can take a generating set
{["'tI], ... , [,q]} of H1(Y \ Ui=1 Gj) and construct the corresponding r.». Let
Ii : SI ---+ lb be maps such that Ii. [SI] = [,i]. As the classes [,i] are not
torsion classes, the commutative diagram
implies that 'lrl(fi) = Z. Then I' is trivial (see e.g. [45] p.194-195).
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The map P*, induced by the projection p : Y -+ X, is an isomorphism
between H3(Y) and H3(X), hence the elements p*([fj) are set of generators
for H3(X). This ends the proof of 4.0.1.
Remark: It is in this step that we have to use the Hard Lefschetz theorem.
In fact in general, it is not true that the inclusion HleE \ Ui=l Gi) -+ HI(E)
where E is a surface is a surjection over HI(E)/ImH1(Ui=I Ci) -+ Jft(E}:
consider a torus T, Q', f3 EHI (Tj Z) standard generators ofHI (Tj Z) and let C
be a neighbourhood of a circle representing Q'j then the image of the inclusion
HI(T \ G) -+ HI(T) is generated by Q', while f3 is sent to a nonzero element
in HI(T, T \ C) representing a nonzero element of /Jl(C). Geometrically
this element is the intersection of (a representative of) f3 with C giving an
element of H, (C, aC) that intersects Q' in exactly one point.
4.2 Extra classes and the kernel of the Hurewicz
map
In this section we want to find representatives for the three-dimensional ho-
mology classes of a threefold that are not in the image of the inclusion of
an algebraic surface as a hyperplane section, thus completing the proof of
Theorem 4.0.2. So X will be a complex projective variety of (complex) di-
mension 3, Y its modification with respect to a Lefschetz pencil, 1b '" Xb a
nonsingular hyperplane section, and Y+ will be as in section 3.2.
Consider the diagram
... -+ H3(1b) -+ 1I3(Y+) -+ H3(Y+, 1b) -+ H2(1b) -+ ...
! 1 1 !
... -+ H3(Xb) -+ 1I3(X) -+ H3(X, Xb) -+ H2(Xb) -+ ...
From the isomorphisms H*(1b) ~ H*(Xb) given by the identification of the
two spaces and the surjectivity of the map lI3(Y+, 1b) -+ H3(X, Xb) (remark
after Weak Lefschetz theorem in section 3.2), using a diagram chase it is easy
to see that H3(Y+) -+ lI3(X) is a surjection. So we will work with the long
exact sequence
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Lemma 4.2.1 Every relative homology class in H3(Y+, }'b) can be repre-
sented by a map
~ : (D3, 52) ~ (Y+, lb).
Moreooer this map can be chosen so that its geometric boundary is an em-
bedded 2-sphere in lb representing the class of a vanishing cycle. (Lefschetz
called these maps -or rather their images- 'thimbles').
Remark: This Lemma is an immediate consequence of the relative Hurewicz
theorem: in fact the Weak Lefschetz theorem is still valid if we replace rela-
tive homology groups with relative homotopy groups (see [35], [36]), and the
Lemma follows from the analogous statement for the pair (Y+, lb). The
Lemma essentially asserts the surjectivity of the relative Hurewicz map,
which holds even though lb is not simply connected. The proof we give here
however is more constructive, and illustrates the techniques we are going to
use in this section.
Proof: We return to the sketch of the proof of Proposition 3.2.2 to construct
these maps: from there it follows that the composition
is a monomorphism, sending a generator 1) of H3(T, F), given by a map of
pairs
(D3,52) ~ (T,F)
to one of the generators of the free group H3(Y+, 1'b), [~d. So geometrically
the generator of H3(YD., lb.) is given by a map
r .(D3, 52) ~ (YD., lb.).
To construct a map representing [~i]' we note that [I' can be chosen so that)
r(52) C lb. is an embedded 2-sphere 5i. As li. (we are using the notations
of section 3.2) is diffeomorphic to the product lb. x ii, we can choose an
embedding j :lb. x ii ~ Y+ such that
foj(y,>')=>'
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The space obtained from the three disk and 52 x Ri identifying the boundary of
the three disk with 52 x {bd is diffeomorphic to a three disk (after smoothing
the corners), hence we can define the map
glueing the maps rand jlSjXlj' The map ~i represents [~i] E H3(Y+, }'b),
and the image of its restriction to the boundary 52 is an embedded 2-sphere
in lb representing a vanishing cycle.
We adopt the convention that for any map ~ : (D3,52) -+ (Y+, }'b) we
will indicate with [~lH its homology class in H3(Y+, lb) and with [~11r the
homotopy class in 7r3(Y+, lb). We will omit the subscript when the context
is clear.
Let a E H3(Y+) be a class not in the image of H3(lb) -+ H3(Y+). Then
a is sent to a nonzero class [~l E lh(Y+, }b) such that a[~lH = 0 in H2(lb).
If also a[~l1r = 0 in 7r2(JIb), then the class a is represented by a three-sphere,
i.e. there is a map s : 53 -+ Y+ such that 8.[53] = a in H3(Y+). If instead
a[~]1r =f. 0 in 7r2(lb) then 0 := a[~]1r is in the kernel of the Hurewicz map
h : 7r2(lb) -+ H2(lb), hence it can be written in the form (see e.g. [45]
p.154-169, [46] p.53 )
d
o = I)~i .OJ - Oi)
i=l
where ~i E 7rl(JIb), OJ E 7r2(lb) and· is the action of 7rl(lb) on 7r2(lb).
Let 1>i : 52 -+ lb and TJi : 52 -+ lb be maps representing the classes OJ
and ~i • OJ respectively. Let U be the disjoint union of 2d small 2-disks in
52. Then 0 can be represented by a map 'l1 : 52 -+ lb which is constant on
the complement of U in 52, agrees with 1>i on the (2i -l)-th disk and agrees
with TJi on the 2i-th disk (see picture in next page).
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* * *
[1J EJ *
* * * * S2 = 12lap
* ~ EJ **
* *
Let F : S2 x 1--+ lb be an homotopy between D.152 = Fo and W = Fl'
Identifying S2 = aD3 with S2 x {OJ we form a space
B = D3 U52 S2 xl.
Since D.152 = Fo we can glue the maps D. and F to obtain a map
The space B is still a disk, and we have [D.d = [D.] both in H3(Y+, lb) and
in 7l"3(Y+, lb).
The boundary aB of B is S2 x {I} C S2 x 1 C B. Let", be the relation
that identifies all the points of (S2 x {I}) \ U to a single point, and define
the pair (J(, V~d S2) := (B, S2)1 r«, From the discussion above it follows that
one can define a map m such that D.I factors as
(4.1)
Lemma 4.2.2 Let D?, ... ,D~d be disjoint small disks in S3. There exist a
map
2d 2d 2d
P : (S3 \ U Dl, a U Dl) --+ (J(, V S2)
i=l i=l I
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such that
2d 2d
mop: (S3 \ UDt, oUDt) -+ (Y+, }b)
j=l j=l
Proof: Let N C S3 be a 3-disk containing U;~lDr. Write the open 3-disk
S3 \ N as SUe, where S is another 3-disk and C is a cylinder S2 x I. As
B is a 3-disk D3 with a cylinder attached to the boudary, it is possible to
define our map P on S3 \ N identifying Su C with D3 U (S2 X (O,~) CB and
composing with the projection onto the quotient B -+ J( so that we have
commutative diagrams
D3 CB
/ 1
S K
PIS
and
S2 X (O,~) C B
//
C K
PIc
To define P on N \ U;~lDr now, we observe that J( \ image(PI(S3\N)) is
an S2 X I with a boundary S2 collapsed to a wedge of spheres. The space
N \ U7~1D; is almost the same thing: if we contract to points paths in N
connecting the disjoint 2-spheres, we can identify the two spaces. We define
P on N to be the composition of this contraction and this identification.
By construction, since the restriction to S of the composition mop factors
as S -+ D3 ~ Y+, from the commutative diagram (4.1) it follows that the
difference of the chains defined by mop ( choosing an appropriate triangu-
lation) and ~1 is contained in lb (at least up to an homotopy). Hence if
we denote by G the composition mop we have [G] = [~] both in relative
homotopy and relative homology.
Remark The map 9 has the property that 91s2 = (h and 91s2. = 'f/j.
2.-1 2.
The classes OJ and ~j • OJ are freely homotopic in lb (see [46]). Hence for
each i = 1, ... , d, there are maps hi : S2 x I -+ }'b such that hio = if>i, and
hit = 'f/i. \Ve can then glue d copies of S2 x I to J( identifying each sphere of
V~dS2 with one component of the boundary of one of the cylinders in such
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a way to obtain a space Ic and a map
2d
m : ik,US2 x J) --+ (Y+, }'b)
1
defined glueing the maps m and hI, ... , hd• In the same way, we can attach
d copies of S2 x J to S3 \ U~~1Dr, to obtain (after smoothing the corners)
a manifold M diffeomorphic to a connected sum of 52 X 51. In fact a three
sphere minus two disks with a cylinder attached is an 52 x SI. 'Ye can
see 53 minus 2d disks as a connected sum of d copies 53 each with two
disks removed. Attaching the cylinders we have identification of M with a
connected sum of 52 x 51. We can then extend p to a map p : Al --+ k that
identifies each copy of S2 x J C M with a copy of 52 x J C k.
As before it is easy to see that mop: (AI, U52 x J) --+ (Y+, }'b) repre-
sents the homology class [.6.] E H3(Y+, }'b). But M is a closed manifold, so
it represent a class [AI] E II3(Y+) such that [AI] 1-+ [.6.] via the inclusion
II3(Y+) --+ H3(Y+, }/,). Hence we have proved Theorem 4.0.2 for the case of a
smooth projective variety of complex dimension 3. The general case follows
from the Weak Lefschetz Theorem.
4.3 Rationality of the Chern Cheeger Simons
invariant
In this section we prove our main theorem, namely:
Theorem 4.3.1 Let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety and p :
7rl(X) --+ G be a representation in a Lie group with finitely many compo-
nents. Then CS3(P) E H3(Xj "R./Z) is a rational class.
First we show that it is enough to check that CS3(P) takes rational values
on a set of generators of H3(Xj Z). \Ve have
In fact by the universal coefficient theorem we have an exact sequence
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We have Ext(H2(X; Z), IR/Z) = Ext(T21 IR/Z) where T2 is the torsion sub-
module. As T2 is finitely generated it is enough to verify that Ext(Zq, IR/Z) =
o for all q. Let Z .:!... Z -+ Zq be the natural free resolution. By the universal
property of Ext we have an exact sequence
o -+ Hom(Zq, IR/Z) -+ Hom(Z, IR./Z)~ Hom(Zq, IR./Z)-+ Ext(Zq, IR./Z)-+ 0
Thus we must show that q, : Hom(Z, IR./Z) -+ Hom(Z, IR./Z) induced by
multiplication by q in Z is surjective. Every f E Hom(Z, IR./Z)is determined
by /(1), so given f define 9 by g(l) = /(l)/q. Then q(g) = /.
The torsion of IR./Z is Q./Z, so every cohomology class in H3(X; IR/Z)
is always rational on T3, the torsion part of 1I3(X; Z). Hence to check that
CS3(P) is rational we must check that it assumes rational values on the free
part F3•
If r, : R; -+ X are singular manifolds generating Ih(X; Q.), then there
are integers z, such that the classes
form a generating set of H3(Xj Z)/T3. Then
1
(CS3(p),ei) = -(cs3(p),[rd)·
Zi
By naturality
where r:(p) : 7rl(Ri) -+ G is the pullback of the representation p via the
function rio
We know from Theorem 4.0.2 that we can find a set of generators
for the three dimensional homology of a smooth projective algebraic variety,
whose non simply connected R; are either 52 X 51 (abelian fundamental
group), or connected sums of S2 X SI. Hence the proof of 4.3.1 is completed
by these two lemmas:
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Lemma 4.3.2 If M is a three dimensional manifold with abelian fundamen-
tal group, and p : 1I"1(Al) ~ G is a representation into a group with finitely
many components, then CS3(P) = 0 in H3(lvf; IR/Q).
Proof: This is true for a manifold of any dimension n > 1 and for higher
dimensional Chern Simons invariants CSk(p) E Hk(Alj IR/Z) (k > 1). Assume
first that G is connected. If 11"1 (M) is abelian, any representation must take
values in a maximal torus of G, so it can be path connected to the trivial
representation. If G has a finite number of connected components and 9 E G
is not in the component of the identity, then 9 and g2 are not in the same
component of G. As G has only finitely many components, it follows that
for all 9 E G there is a natural number n such that gn is in the component
of the identity. Hence there is a finite cover Iff of A! such that the induced
representation of pi, ef1) takes values in the connected component of the
identity of G. Then the Lemma follows from the multiplicativity of the
Chern- Cheeger-Simons classes.
Lemma 4.3.3 Chern-Cheeger-Simons invariants of representations of the
fundamental group of a connected sum of S2 X SI into a group G with finitely
many components are always rational.
Proof: The fundamental group of such manifolds is free, hence any map
from a set of free generators of the group to G can be extended to an homo-
morphism, i.e. to a representation. Hence we can path connect any repre-
sentation to one that sends every generator to an element of finite order in
G. So if we lift such a representation to a finite cover of X, we get the trivial
one. By multiplicativity of the Chern-Cheeger-Simons we have the Lemma.
By these two lemmas, given any representation P : 1I"l(X) ~ G, CS3(P) is
rational on the free part of H3(Xj Z). This completes the proof of 4.3.1.
4.4 Epilogue
It is natural to ask whether the method used here to prove the rationality of
the third Chern-Cheeger-Simons class could be generalized to give a proof of
the rationality of all Chern-Cheeger-Simons invariants of representations of
the fundamental group of smooth projective algebraic varieties. The induc-
tive nature of Lefschetz Theorems suggests that it should be possible to give
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a procedure to construct inductively representatives for all odd dimensional
rational homology classes of smooth projective algebraic varieties. In order
to be more precise we review some notation. Let X be a smooth projec-
tive algebraic variety of complex dimension n, Xb a nonsingular hyperplane
section belonging to a Lefschetz pencil of hyperplane sections. Let X' be
the intersection of X with the axis of the pencil of hyperplanes. Finally let
u E H2(Xj Z) be the Poincare dual of the homology class determined by the
image of [Xb] in H2n-2(XjZ) as in Theorem 3.2.5.
Definition 4.4.1 Let a be an element of lln+q(Xj Q), where q is an integer
between 0 and n. The class a is primitive if
uq+1 n a = O.
Then the Hard Lefschetz Theorem is equivalent to the following primitive
decomposition theorem (see [35]).
Theorem 4.4.1 Every class a E lIn+q(X; Q) can be written in a unique way
as
a = ao + u n at + u2 n a2 + ...
Every class a E Hn-q(Xj Q) can be written as
a = uq n ao + uq+1 nat + uq+2 n a2 + ...
where the aj E Hn+q+2i(Xj Q) are primitive classes.
For any k cap product with u factors as
It follows that if a class a E Hn+q(Xj Q) can be written as u n ao with
ao E Hn+q+2(Xj Q), then it is in the image of the map
induced by the inclusion of Xb in X. To construct inductively representatives
of a generating set for the odd dimensional cohomology of X it is enough
to construct representatives of the primitive classes. To do this one would
proceed in the following way:
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• Assume inductively to have constructed manifolds M, fibered over the
sphere and maps Ji : M, -+ X such that the classes Ji. [Ali] span the
subspace of Hn+q(X; Q) consisting of those classes which can be written
as u nj3 with j3 E Hn+q+2(X; Q). (For this inductive hypothesis to hold
one should also generalize to higher dimension the treatment of extra
classes given in Section 4.2) .
• Construct bundles E, over S2 with fibre M, and maps
such that u n9i. [Ei] = Ji. [Mil- Then using Hard Lefschetz and Prim-
itive Decomposition show that the classes 9i. [Ei] span the subspace of
primitive elements in Hn+q+2(X; Q).
In the case of the three dimensional homology in an algebraic surface, we
were able to construct circle bundles over S2 and maps from these bundles
into the algebraic surface using the following implication: If the homological
intersection of the class determined by a circle , embedded in section Xb
with a vanishing cycle is zero, then we can assume that, does not intersect
a neighbourhood of the vanishing cycle.
However in higher dimension this implication is no longer immediate. For
example, let X a smooth projective threefold, Xb a nonsingular hyperplane
section. Let a E H3(Xb) be the homology class determined by one of the
(trivial) circle bundles over S2 given by the proof of Theorem 4.0.1, and
j3 E H2(Xb) be the image of any of the generators of H3(X, Xb).
Lemma 4.4.2 Let a and b be the Poincare duals (in Xb) oj a and j3 respec-
tively, we have
aU b = O.
Proof: The class j3 is represented by an immersed two sphere S (cfr. Section
4.2 and [31]). Hence, if i is the immersion of S in Xi, cap product with b
factors as
H3(Xb) ~ H1(S) -+ HI (Xb).
So bn : H3(Xb) -+ H1(Xb) is the zero map, and the lemma follows.
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However, already in this case we have not been able to prove that we can
choose our circle bundles over S2 so that they do not intersect a neighbour-
hood of the vanishing cycle.
The heart of the problem lies in the fact that while there are strong results
on the homology of projective algebraic varieties, the results about homotopy
are much weaker. For example, Wallace proved in [44] that up to homology
vanishing cycles in any smooth projective X of complex dimension n are de-
termined by spheres in Xb obtained by glueing two thimbles in Xb associated
to a Lefschetz pencil of hyperplane sections of Xi, That is embeddings
(tr:', sn-2) ~ (Xb, X')
representing generators of Hn-1 (Xb, X'). If this result could be improved
to assert that these spheres are the vanishing cycles up to isotopy, then we
could carryon our inductive argument, as it is not too difficult to give an
inductive argument to show that the geometric intersection of these spheres
and the bundles we construct is empty.
Another way of proceeding would be the following. Let Y be the mod-
ification of X with respect to a Lefschetz pencil, c a critical point of the
projection f :Y ~ S2. Let D C S2 a small disk centered in c and not con-
taining any other critical point of f. The manifold f-l (aD) is a fibre bundle
over the circle. Let bEaD be be a basepoint, and denote by h : Yb ~ Yb the
monodromy of the bundle. The Picard Lefschetz formulae tell us that the ac-
tion of h on the homology is trivial in all dimensions different from n - 1 and
in dimension n - 1 is trivial on classes having zero homological intersection
with the vanishing cycle. Thus if 9 : AI ~ Yb is a map from a manifold of
dimension different from n - 1, or of a n - 1 dimensional manifold such that
g.[M] has intersection zero with the vanishing cycle, the cycles determined
by g(M) and hg(AI) are homologous. If this could be improved to say 9
and hg are homotopic as maps from AI to Yb, then it would be immediate to
construct a map
G: SI x M ~ f-l(8D).
The map G could then be extended to a map F : D x AI ~ f-l(D) using
the following fact (see [42] expose 13 and [20] appendix C). There exist a
retraction r : Yb ~ /-1 (c) such that rh = r, Using r it is possible to define
a map
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such that if we denote by AJR the mapping cylinder
and by Ale the mapping cylinder SI x [0,11/(SI X {O} -e+ c), then J-l(8D)
can be identified with MR, and there is a commutative diagram
Hence it would be possible to extend G to a map from a disjoint union of
products D x for! into neighbourhoods of the singular fibres of J. It would
then be straightforward to extend this map to a map from a bundle over S2
with fibre M to Y proceeding as in Section 4.1.
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